At the second section, the filtertotal current of 75 milliamperes is
not drawn immediately by the load, ing provided by the choke "CH1"
the lower voltages, and the elimi- which may have a slight time lag, plus the resistance of the choke
will
limit the voltage across "C2''
nation of any need to, use resistors before the tube filaments of the
either at point "X" (the most de- receiver heat up and draw current. to almost steady continuous cursirable point at which to use re- This is especially true in the case rent of a value about equal to the
sistors to cut down the voltage of the C-327, CX-310, CX-350 and D.C. input to the filter. A 600 volt
input to the filter circuit when CX-345 tubes which require an D.C. working voltage condenser at
"C2" under the "no load" condinecessary), or at point "V" or "Z." appreciable time to heat up.
tion constitutes an overload on
If we consult the curves of Fig. the condenser and may result in
Once the characteristics of the
voltage divider, chokes, rectifier, 4, we find that at lower loads, (the breakdown if kept up for a long
minimum
which
will
ne
drawn
by
and
voltage reducing resistors
period.
transformer have been decided the power unit being limited by
When using C-327 tubes throughupon, the requirements of the con- the bleeder current in the voltage
densers to be used can be deter- divider), of but 20 milliamperes, out in the receiver, with CX-345
the Voltage output of the rectifier, power tubes in the power amplifier,
mned.
input of 600 volts A.C. per it is especially important to use
The voltage ratings of the con- with anmay
rise to almost 740 volts condensers of sufficiently high ratdensers required will depend on anode
with a practically steady peak ing to stand the temporary "no
the voltages which obtain between D.C.
voltage
of somewhat less than 840
the leads across which the con- volts (600 times 1.4). This steady load" conditions of steady high
voltage under which the filter will
densers are to be connected. The
applied to the condenser, be called upon to operate because
voltages across these points will voltage
of the more nearly con- of the appreciable time lag of the
vary at different points of the filter because
current characteristics at receiver and amplifier tubes.
and will depend to a considerable tinuous
load, ismore damaging than
The same thing is true of the
extent on the characteristics of low
peak voltage obtained under bypass condensers, used across the
the current at each step, because the
The
consequences of operat- 90 -volt, 135 -volt and 180 -volt terload.
the current in the filter circuit is ing a receiver
without a load are minals of heater type tubes such
not a pure continuous current, but evident if condensers
of insuffici- as the C-927 and the A.C. screen
re
a pulsating current which apsafety factor are used in the grid tubes. Unless a bypass
proaches a continuous current to ent
case
just
cited.
with
of about 300 volts and in
an extent which is dependent on CX-310 tubes, theFortunately,
overload is only some cases higher D.C. working
the filtering in the circuit.
for a very short time and since voltage is used, trouble may be exWhile the average D.C. voltage Aerovox condensers are conserva- perienced due to the use of 200
across points "A" and "B" of Fig. tively rated so that a condenser volt D.C. working voltage condensrated at 800 volts D.C. will easily ers because of the temporary
1, in the case we have been considering (using a full wave CX- withstand voltages up to twice that higher voltages which will obtain
value or up to 1,600 volts for com- at those taps until the tubes heat
381 rectifier and a transformer
with 600 volts A.C. each side of paratively long intervals, no harm
center tap), may be 660 volts, the will result. The application of
To sum up briefly, most econopeak voltage of the pulsating cur- twice the D.C. working voltage for
rent may rise to about 1.4 times 15 seconds is the standard retest mical design and efficiency in loaf
the A.C. voltage supplied by the voltage applied to Aerovox con- tube and condenser life demands
transformer, i.e., 600 times 1.4 or densers before they are passed by that the power pack be designed
840 volts. When a resistor is used the testing department, although to fit a particular receiver or group
at point "X," reducing the average they will stand much higher tran- of receivers having practically the
same current drain. In designing
D.C. voltage across the condenser sient or flash voltages.
the power pack the current drain
to 495 volts, the peak voltage
Under the 'no load" conditions of the receiver, plus the current
across the condenser will be con- mentioned,
with a current flow of allowed as a bleeder current should
siderably reduced because of the 20 milliamperes
due
to
the
bleeder,
drop through the resistor. In the the drop due to the resistor placed constitute the "load" upon which
first case therefore, under work- at point "X" in Fig. 1 would natu- the design of chokes, filter coning conditions with the unit draw- rally be lower than the drop with densers, rectifier and transformer
ing 75 milliamperes, with a resistor an average current of 75 milli- should be based.
at "V" or "Z" the use of an 800 - amperes. With a possible peak
a "standard" transformer
volt D.C. working voltage con- voltage of 840 volts between points is Where
employed as for instance for
denser would not be sufficient, "A" and "B" and assuming that the experirnental
use or in custom set while in the second case, when peak tube current reaches 2.5 times building where
the design of a
using the resistor at "X" an 800 - the load current or 50 milli- special transformer
is not practivolt condenser is more than ample. amperes, the peak voltage across cal, the voltage should
be reduced
Here again the resistor at "X" acts the condenser when using theresistor at the input to the filter
(point
as an automatic voltage regulator
at
"X"
would
be
in
the
"X"
in
Fig.
1),
so
as
to reduce the
at the peak voltages and currents. neighborhood of 738 volts, practi- voltage across the filter
condensers
Another factor which must be cally the D.C. output of the recti- and thus improve the life of the
considered is the fact that the fier at a load of 20 milliamperes. rectifier and the filter condensers.
cost of the lower voltage filter

condensers which can be used with
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Overlooked Factors Which Cause Grief
in the Design of Power Supply Units
By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Wireless Corp,
T° get maximum efficiency both
eres for bleeder current will bring
from the standpoints of first voltage divider of the power unit. the total load to 70 to 76 millicost and maintenance it is imporThe first step therefore, before amperes. If a regulator tube is
tant that power supply units which attempting to design a power sup- employed, five milliamperes for
are to be used with a particularreceiver ply it is to determine the load, bleeder current and 30 milliamperes

or amplifier be designed this to include the total current to
be drawn by the receiver and the
the load imposed. If the power amplifier. To this should be added
unit does not deliver the required the bleeder current of the voltage
output, the receiver will not operate at maximum efficiency. The
drain of a higher current than that
for which the power unit is detog ive an output just sufficient for

signed is bound to result in
excessive heating and possible
breakdown.

On the other hand, if the capac-

ity of the unit is larger than that

required by the load, some means,
ually resistance, must be used to
take up the excess.

To supply too little results in

impaired operation. To use a trans-

former and rectifier arrangement

which supplies too much results in

needless cost in the transformer,
reduced life of the rectifier, increased cost of chokes, resistors,

and filter condensers, and is analag-

for the regulator tube will bring
the total up to 85 to 91 milliamperes.

It is also important to know at
what output voltage this total current should be supplied. The volt-

age desired at the output will be

the plate voltage necessary for the
power tubes, plus the maximum
grid bias voltage required. In this
particular case if we consider operation of the CX-310 tubes at 400
volts with a grid bias of 35 volts,
the total voltage will be 435 volts.
Fig, a
With these figures (these will
divider The voltage divider should vary with different circuits and
be designed to give a bleeder cur- tube combinations), as a starter,
we
can proceed to design the power
rent of about 20 milliamperes if no
regulator tube is employed and supply unit to give the required
about five milliamperes if a regu- output voltage and current.
lator tube is used. When a reguThe most important thing to
lator tube is used, another 30 milli- conSider next is the filter choke.
amperes should b allowed for it at The usual circuit arrangement uses
the 90 -volt tap.
two chokes and these must be capIf we are using a receiver with able of carrying the output cur-

ous to using brakes instead of the
accelerator to maintain any desired
a push-pull amplifier employing
speed of a car.
CX-310 tubes or their equivalents,
The determining factor in the the total current drain of the reselection of the proper power trans- ceiver and amplifier may run from
former, rectifier, filter and to some 50 to 56 milliamperes, depending
extent voltage divider design to on the tubes and voltages used in
use, is the load which is to be im- the receiver. If no regulator tube
posed on the power supply unit by is used an additional 20 milliamp-

rent.

The current flowing in the complete circuit is kept constant by
the load, while the voltage at the
different points of the circuit will
vary depending on the voltage drop

caused by the resistances in the
ircuit.

"AEROVOX" PRODUCTS ARE "BUILT BETTER"
01929. !Leroy,. Wirelow Corp. Printed ist

If we consider a typical receiver
and amplifier using two CX-310
tubes in push-pull as drawing 75
milliamperes (including bleeder
current), at a total output voltage
of 435 volts, the voltage measured
between points "E" and "F" of the

fier

is out of the question for this

unit. At a current drain of 75
milliamperes, the maximum voltage

which can be obtained with this

type of rectifier, even when using
the maximum 350 volts per anode
on the rectifier, is only about 375
volts, a value that is entirely too

duce the voltage at the output to
the required value.
If we assume, in this particular
case,

that we are using a trans-

former designed to give 600 volts
each side of center tap and which
when used with a full wave rectifilter circuit, shown in Fig. 1,
fier employing CX-381 tubes will
should be 435 volts at a current low.
give an output of 660 volts at 75
draM of 75 milliamperes. The filFigure 3 shows the curves for a milliamperes, it will be necessary,
ter chokes in this particular case
CX-381
tube
when
used
as
a
half
in order to reduce the 660 volts to
should be capable of passing at
least 75 milliamperes without un- wave rectifier. The CX-381 recti- the 495 volts required to use a
fier is capable of supplying up to resistance of 2200 ohms. This will
85 milliamperes (the maximum cur-

rent which the tube manufacturers
recommend for this typeave of rube
when used as a half
rectifier), but it is not desirable to use
it so close to its maximum output.
It is also advisable to me a full
wave rectifier wherever possible in
preference to a half wave rectifier

to get quieter operation.

Figure 4 shows the cs for

two CX-381 tubes connected togive
full wave rectification. It can be
o
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Fig. 2

due heating. Because of the resist-

ance introduced by chokes "CH1"
and "CH2" there will be a voltage
drop between points "A" and "E"
which will depend on the resistance of the chokes and the current
flawing in the circuit. The resistance of these chokes as made by
some of the leading transformer
and choke coil manufacturers, varies but a good average for a choke
designed to carry 75 milliamperes

vide a secondary voltage of
volts each side of center tap.

600

If a voltage of 700 volts A.C. is
applied to each plate of the recti.
fier tubes by means of a transformer designed to give 700 volts
each side of center tap, the output
voltage delivered by the full wave

rectifier will be approximately 775
30 volts D.C.
henries would be in the neighborSince the D.C. input voltage rehood of 400 ohms. Since there are
to the filter is only 495
two chokes connected in series, quired
in the case we are consider
the voltage drop front "A" to "E" volts
it is easy to see that both of
with a current flow of 75 milli ing,
transformers will give a
amperes would be .075 times 800 these
or 60 volts. The voltage input to higher output than is necessary,
the filter therefore as measured be- in output which must be cut down
f it is impossible to obtain a
tween "A" and "B" would there- transformer
desired to give a lower
fore have to be 435 volts (output secondary voltage,
by inrequired), plus the drop which will troducing additionaleither
resistance in
take place through the chokes, 60 the filter circuit to reduce
the recvolts, or a total input of 495 volts. tifier output voltage (input
to the
It is therefore necessary to use filter), to 495 volts at a current
a transformer and rectifier arrange- drain of 75 milliamperes, or by
ment capable of providing an out- drawing additional current at the
put of 495 volts at a current drain output so as to cut down the outof 75 milliamperes.
put voltage of the rectifier to the
The first step therefore is to find required value.
a rectifier which is capable of such
If we start with the assumption
an output.

that we are to keep the current

conventional filter circuit'of Fig. 1, determine the additional resistance

shows (fee Fig. 2) that this recti- required in the filter circuit to re Faze 2

quired voltage and current charcteristics, especially if the extra
current is to be dissipated at the
output of the filter.
Another very important advantage of using the resistor at point
"X," Fig. 1, is the increased life
of the first filter condenser which
it makes possible.
While oscillograph records of

duced at the point "X," next to
point "A" of Fig. 1, since in that
ay

the voltage

applied across

condenser "Cl" will be 165 volts
less than would be the case if the
resistance were introduCed in the

line after the condenser connection
(point "Y"). Of course the same
effect, that is of lowering the volt-

output. However, in the latter
case, the voltage across condensers
"Cl," "C2" and "C3" would be
higher, and more costly condensers

of higher voltage ratings would
have to be used to withstand the
higher voltages.

In the other system, that of designing the voltage divider to take

up enough extra current to keep
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Fig. 3

the voltage input to the filter circuit such that the drop across the
chokes will give the required output voltage across points "E" and
"F," it is necessary to start at the
rectifier circuit to calculate the

voltage divider necessary to take
up the extra current.
If, as we have seen, we use a
full wave rectifier with a transformer which applies 600 volts to
each plate, it is possible to obtain
an output of 100 milliamperes at
a voltage output of 650 volts D.C.

case, the peak voltage applied to
the first filter condenser when using a transformer of higher voltage
than the required minimum, to

the filter, can be kept down to the
maximum peak voltage that would
if the proper transformer were used, provided the rebe applied

sistor is placed at "X" instead of

The importance from a saving in

condenser life and reduction of
possible breakdown cannot be overestimated.
Of course the ideal method would

the conditions which would obtain
at a load current of 75 milli- be to design the transformer espeamperes have not been plotted, the cially for the power unit and rerecords fora current drain of 125 ceiver in such a way that the
milliamperes, as given in the Cun- secondary voltage, each side of
ningham Tube Data Book, are center tap would be just sufficient
available and will serve to illus- to give an output of 495 volts from
the rectifier. To do this in the
trate the action.

1000

it is necessary to dissipate, in some
OUTPUT 1,6,66616,6,6,

5

position it would merely act on the
filtered D.C. current. This action
of course would apply with equal
effect on the power supply unit we
have been considering. In any

particular case we are discussing
ductance or by reducing the inThe oscillograph record in quesould require a transformer productance of the chokes to permit
the use of the heavier wire with- tion, shown in Fig. 5, shows that viding a voltage of between 450
while the load current may be only and 475 volts A.C. each side of
out unduly increasing the cost.
125 milliamperes, the tube current
tap (estimated from the
At 100 milliamperes current, the during the complete cycle may run center for 600 volts A.C., see Fig.
drop in voltage through the two as high as 310 milliamperes. When curve
4). The mamum voltage would
chokes will amount to 40 volts a resistor is employed at point then be 475 a 1.4 or 665 volts in(.100 times 400). This will give "X" of the filter circuit as shown stead of 600 x 1.4 or 840 volts as
100 milliamperes at 590 volts out- in Fig. 1, the voltage drop across
put from the filter. The voltage the resistor will increase considercan be reduced to 495, the required ably at the higher peak currents
value by using a resistor at "X," because of the heavier current flow,
"Y" or "Z" to produce the required thus reducing the peak currents
drop of 95 volts or by increasing and voltages which would otherthe resistance of the choke coils to wise be applied across the filter
produce an additional drop of 95 condenser. To cite a concrete involts. Since all that is necessary stance, let us consider the cage
amplifier and shown in Fig. 5. At the norrnal
for the r
10,
is 75 milliamperes,
bleeder currenteceiver,

400

voltage that would be applied if
the resistor were placed at point
"Y" or "Z" of Fig 1, in which

top ro
duce an output of the re- give the required input voltage to

with a current of 75 milliamperes.
This resistance should be intro-

and having an inductance of

A glance at the curves of a drain constant (the most desirable
CX-380 rectifier, for use with the method), it is an easy matter to

pend on their design but the aver- at high voltages, the need for
age resistance of chokes of this higher voltage condensers, larger
type may run to about 200 ohms. chokes and heavier duty voltage
It might be mentioned that this ad- divider, it is easy to see the disditional current carrying capacity advantage of using transformers
is obtained either by usinguch which are not designed to give the
larger chokes to get the same in - minimum output voltage necessary

produce the necessary 165 -volt drop

age at the output of the filter at
seen that at a current drain of 75 the required current drain, could
milliamperes it is possible to ob- be obtained by introducing the
tain a D.C. output voltage of ap- resistor at point "Z" next to the
proximately 660 volts by applying
a voltage of 600 volts A.C. to each
anode by means of a conventional
power transformer designed to pro-

Taking into consideration the
If the output of the rectifier is
milliamperes at 630 volts, additional cost of the transformer
chokes "CH1" and "CH2" must to supply voltages that are higher
now be designed to carry the extra than necessary, the lower life of
current. Their resistance will de- the rectifier tubes when operated
100

way, the additional current reprosented by the
amperes.

25

extra milli-

This can be done by providing

load current of 125 milliamperes,
the drop produced by the use of,
let us say, a 500 ohm resistor,
would be 62.5 volts. If the D.C.

output of the rectifier were 600
volts (the D.C. output of a full -

an additional bleeder current, either wave CX-381 rectifier with 600 volts
by connecting a resistor directly A.C. per plate), the input to the
across the output of the filter or by filter would be reduced to 537.5
designing the voltage divider so as volts. When the current through
the tube rises to 310 milliamperes
to draw this additional current.
keeping practically in step with an
If the first filter condenser is increase in the pulsating D.C. peak
connected directly across the out- voltage to about 800 volts, the drop

put of the rectifier, the peak voltage to which it may be subjected
may run as high as 600 times 1.4
or 840 volts, requiring the use of

150

LOAD CURRENT

=
Fig. 5

would be the case if a 600 volt
transformer were used with the
resistor at "Y" or "Z" in Fig. 1.
The advantages to be gained by
applying a lower voltage to each
plate of the rectifier system are
longer life for the rectifier tubes,

across the resistor at this current
will rise to 155 volts so that the which give longest life when
maximum voltage applied across operated at lower voltage and at
the first filter condenser, "Cl" will current drains well below their
1,000 volt condensers, the next be limited to 800 minus 155 or 645
maximum outputs and also lower
standard size above 800 volts.
volts, instead of the 800 volts peak cost of the transformer, lower
Ns. 3

